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VISIT TO D.P.A.A.C.A.
Date: 24/09/2017
Objective of Activity: To show love and awareness towards children.

Activity: - Visit to orphanage.




VENUE: - Bhiwandi
TIME:- 1.00 pm to 4.00 pm

 Agenda of Activity
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.


To interact with children and to know their lifestyle.
To educate them about the concept of good & bad habits.
To provide them with necessary material of day to day use.
To boost their confidence & courage.
To raise morale values and respect towards community.

Execution:
Avisit to orphanagewas conducted on 24th of September by the volunteers of NSS unit.
Students left from college at 1.00 pm & reachedto the orphanage center by 1.30 pm.There
were two separate different departments for girls & boys from all categories including
criminal background, orphan by birth, etc. After getting permission from the supervisors
of the orphanage the NSS volunteers vent to meet children’s in their hall by making
group of five students, each group has given important massage on topics like various
ideas & knowledge regarding good & bad habits, benefits of yoga in regular life, success
stories, moral values,lessons regarding anger control &stress managementand also
presented PowerPoint presentation in order to display pros & cons of daily habitual
activities to make more clearly.After educating the children with different concept of
personality development the NSS volunteers played some games and sang some
motivational songs and also asked them to participate in the same, many childrens were
participated and reflected their skill during fun activity. After interacting with children’s
volunteers distributed them some gift and snacks as a token of love. In the end the
students &children shown a strong bond of love & respect and the interaction with the
orphans were successful. The NSS members return to the respective houses around 4.00
pm in the evening.

Outcome:1. The program has been successfully conducted.
2. There was an increase in the unity and harmony of the N.S.S members.
3. Volunteers learned to show love and concern towards community.
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